
RULES FOR KRAZY BEE RUMMY 

NUMBER OF PLAYERS: Two to four players can play Krazy Bee Rummy. Ages 8 to adult. 

EQUIPMENT: One deck of Krazy Bee Rummy Cards, a Krazy Bee Rummy Score Sheet and a Step Indicator Frame for 
each player. 

COUNTING CARDS: Cards 1 through 9, count 5 points; cards 10 through 13, count 10 points; and the Wild Bee card 
counts 15 points. The remaining cards in players hand must be counted and recorded by the scorekeeper on the 
Score Sheet. Players that complete the required Step, advance their Step Indicator to the next Step, and the 
scorekeeper also records each Step for the players on the Score Sheet. 

HOW TO PLAY KRAZY BEE RUMMY: The deal advances in clockwise succession. When starting, the dealer will deal 
the cards one at a time in a clockwise succession until each player has twelve cards. Place the remaining cards in 
the center of the playing area with the top card turned up beside the deck. The player to the left of the dealer will 
start play by either drawing one card from the top of the deck, or the face up card. After the player completes the 
draw and cannot lay down the required Step, the player will discard a card face up for the next player's choice to 
take or draw from the top of the deck. Continue this until one or all players can complete their Step. The Step is not 
completed until the required Step is laid down on the playing area during the player's turn to play. The first player to 
play all their cards by laying down the required Step and by playing their extra cards on the other players' downed 
cards except for one card to discard, is the player that goes out for that hand. A player that has not completed the 
required step cannot play on other players' downed cards until they lay down the required Step. The player that goes 
out must have a card to discard, otherwise the player is floating When a player is floating, the other players continue 
to play until the floating player draws a card that will not play or another player goes out before the floating player 
gets another turn to play. 

RUMMY CARDS: When a card is discarded that will play on the downed cards, the first player to call Rummy can play 
the card, then discard a card from their hand. This includes players that are not down with the required Step. The 
Rummy card must be played on the playing area and cannot be used in the player's hand. When a Rummy card has 
been discarded and the next player has drawn a card, it is too late to call Rummy. A floating player can also call 
Rummy and play the card, but will continue to float because the player cannot discard a card. If a player that is not 
down with the required Step discards the Rummy card and is the first to notice it. they can put it back in their hand 
and discard another card. 

WILD BEE CARDS: Wild Bee cards cannot be used as a book or run by themselves. There must be at least as many 
number cards used in a book or run as there are Wild Bee cards. The player playing the Wild Bee card has the choice 
of making the Wild Bee card the particular card the player chooses even if being played on another player's down 
cards. A book consists of at least the required quantity of same number cards required to complete the Step. The 
same number cards cannot be used for 2 books. A run consists of at least the required quantity of number cards in 
sequence required to complete the Step. Two runs cannot continue themselves. 

START PLAY FOR KRAZY BEE RUMMY: All players will start with Step 1. A Step must contain at least the minimum 
number of cards required but can have more than the required number. Players that cannot get down with the 
required Step, before a player goes out, must stay on that Step, while players that do get down advance to the next 
Step. Players with cards remaining in their hands, count the cards as specified in the paragraph under COUNTING 
CARDS. After a hand is completed and the score is recorded, the player to the left of the last dealer will shuffle the 
entire deck and deal the cards. This procedure continues thru all the Steps. Players must advise any other player of 
what Step they are on if asked. 

WINNER OF KRAZY BEE RUMMY: The player to complete the last Step with the lowest score is the winner. If a player 
completes the last Step and doesn't have a card to discard, the player must float until a card is drawn that will not 
play on the playing area. Another player could complete their last Step. In this case the player with the lowest score 
is the winner. 


